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1. This titular character is Swiss, although most modern versions leave this out. A product of a generally happy home, he left his parents, adopted sister, and bratty younger brothers at home when he left to study at the University of Ingolstadt. Unfortunately, his pursuit of knowledge and its consequences led to all their deaths, as well as that of his best friend, Henry Clerval. FTP, name this fictional scientist, one disposed toward creating children of the grave.
	A: Victor Frankenstein

2. Its main symptoms occur as features of many mental diseases, but its precise nature is normally separated into three specific types of disorders. One involves possible hallucination, the second affects personality, and the third attacks the victim with eponymous delusions. Each can cripple the individual’s ability to trust others. FTP, name this disorder whose sufferers feel as if everyone is “out to get them”.
	A: Paranoia

3. He sampled a famous riff for his non-single “This Means War”, although sampling was not a normal tactic of his. Discovered by Public Enemy at a rap contest in the 9th grade, he joined a childhood friend, Charlie Brown, in Leaders of the New School. He split in 1996, releasing albums like “When Disaster Strikes”, and earning a following from his vicious, frenetic style. This names, FTP, which artist of “Pass the Courvoisier” and “Put Your Hands Where My Eyes Can See”?
	A: Busta Rhymes

4. One of the more famous competitors in this event was Bill Bell, who tried to set records in 2002 but fell short of the cutoff time. He didn’t make it to the annual final in Hawaii, which was won last year by Canada’s Peter Reid in 8:22:35. He did, however, finish the race, completed over 140 miles of rough terrain. Bell competed, FTP, in what event, a combination of swimming, long-distance cycling, and a marathon, generally accepted as the toughest test of human endurance?
	A: The Ironman Triathlon World Championship

5. Born in the late 3rd century, he became a Christian from the words of his servants, and later traveled throughout Sicily accompanied by his tutor and nurse. While afflicted with Sydenham’s chorea, it did not affect his life much, and he later healed the son of Diocletian, but was imprisoned for not sacrificing. Germans in the 9th century started a following for, FTP, what saint associated with dogs, nervous disorders, and epilepsy?
	A: St. Vitus

6. Originally German in origin, his place was taken over by Odin, and he took a lesser role. His hand was bitten off by Fenrir, but this still failed to stop this boldest of the gods from retaining his warrior spirit and his weapon, the spear. When Ragnarok comes, he will slay hell’s guardian, Garm, but will die from his wounds. FTP, name this Norse god, son of Odin (or possibly Hymir), who inspires heroism in battle.
	A: Tyr (TEER)

7. Before perestroika, it numbered 250 actives and a reserve of more than 300. It mounted works at the new Kremlin Theatre, where before it had only worked in St. Petersburg and Moscow. Originally comprised of inhabitants of an orphanage, it went through several other names, including the Maryinsky, which is has recently reverted to. With the first word meaning “grand”, FTP, which most famous of Russian ballet companies performs ten months a year and has influenced schools the world over with is airy dancing?
	A: The Bolshoi Ballet (accept Maryinsky before it is mentioned)

8. In 1998, they reunited, and have since done their signature move several times, adding more until the total of 10 they did for the Guinness television show. Those had been the first times since 1977, and the first regular time since the 7-person pyramid collapsed in 1962, killing two members of the family and paralyzing a third. These events chronicle the recent life of, FTP, what family of national acrobats whose famous patriarch, Karl, died after falling from a tightrope in San Juan in 1973?
	A: The Flying Wallendas

9. It was known to the ancients, and Ptolemy placed it in the rear legs of the Centaur. First identified as separate by Europeans in the sixteenth century, Corsali described the sign of this as “so beautiful that no other heavenly sign can be compared to it”. However, its somewhat religious significance may have influenced his judgment of, FTP, what smallest of the 88 constellations, mentioned in a famous song By Crosby, Stills, and Nash?
	A: Crux (or the Southern Cross)

10. Paired with “thoughts” or with “silence and simplicity” in Christian works by Thomas Ferrar and David Cooper. It has “slaves” in a recent historical tome by Patrick Hamilton. Octavio Paz attributes a “labyrinth” to it in his descriptions of Mexican history. Pop use most often has it as a characteristic of a fortress. FTP, name this word, which a small Colombian village experiences one hundred years of in a famous work by Garcia Marquez.
	A: Solitude

11. Their history begins with Persia, where the Shah sent for 10,000 musicians from their Indian homeland. Pushed aside by Iranian conquest, they moved to Byzantium by 1000 and spread throughout most of the Balkans, where they made their homes until their mass excommunication and persecution. Their very existence was outlawed by 1600. What people, FTP, have only recently gained recognition by most European governments, and still retain their nomadic lifestyle? 
	A: Gypsies

12. The title of the instrumental piece E5150 is incomprehensible without them. While preclusion of a larger power with a smaller one is common usage, some clocks defy this rule for reasons yet unknown, and mostly in the case of 4, but sometimes 9 as well. Underlines can be used, as they have the same function as lines over the number. What numbering system, FTP, tended to break its own rules in popular usage, such as the numbering of gates at the Colosseum?
	A: Roman Numerals (prompt on Roman)

13. Recently, a Florida woman brought a lawsuit against the City of Palm Beach for not being able to place one on public property beside a menorah. She had history on her side – they had been made out of crèche up to four hundred years before, painted in churches centuries before that, and generally accepted despite their rather personal setting. FTP, name the object the woman attempted to place, a popular, if somewhat garish, holiday decoration.
	A: Nativity Scenes (accept creche (kraysh))

14. However crazy his dreams of super-nauts might have been, he was right – the NY Times retracted a 1920 criticism of his moon flight prediction in 1969. Thanks to Newton’s action-reaction laws, he had already proved the capacity for vacuum flight, but his major contributions were in another, related field.  Operating with a variety of fuel equations, he often filed findings under false names to avoid theft. FTP, name this man, the father of liquid-fuel rocketry.
	A: Robert Goddard

15.  Currently, its popularity has soared because of a BBC TV movie and the 1996 musical based on it. Playing on the “dual-identity” motif common to current comic books, the protagonist is pressured both by his wife, Marguerite St. Just, and Citizen Chauvelin, who seek to end his adventures. FTP, what English hero, known at home by Sir Percy Blakeley, rescues nobles during the Reign of Terror in a work by  Baroness Orczy?
	A: The Scarlet Pimpernel

16. If you’re interested in art, this city’s Aston Hall houses works by Romney and Gainsborough in the dining room, or the city museum holds several Pre-Raphaelite works. Originally just a small Saxon hamlet in the sixth century, it was worth 20 shillings in the 1086 census, but boomed as a metal-working center during the English Civil War. Manufacturing stayed within the city and has contributed to the polluted environment of, FTP, what second-largest English city?
	A: Birmingham

17. While the figures on the left and right sides possess halos, very little appears angelic about either. On the right, a woman has closed eyes turned towards two very bored cherubs at the bottom. The balding man on the left has his eyes on the central figure, but she does not return the glance. In fact, both her and Juniors’ eyes stare straight forward, presumably at the viewer.  This describes, FTP, what work by Raphael, which depicts a red-and-green clad woman holding a nude child?
	A: The Sistine Madonna

18. His accession to power came after a great struggle between the competing boyars, against which he later took his revenge by eroding their power and murdering many of them. Eastward expansion went without a hitch, but the western campaigns met defeat at the hands of the Polish-Lithuanian King. Still, his expansion of royal power led him to be the first real “supertzar”. FTP, what first formal ruler of Russia earned his nickname from his malicious nature, which led him to murder 7 wives and a son?
	A: Ivan IV (or Ivan the Terrible)

19. Former members include John Pepys, Eric Childs, and Vic Shrimpton, who each left the group in increasingly spectacular fashion. After an unfortunate show played in 1994, their bus crashed; they should have seen it coming, given the mechanical failure of their inflatable Satan and dangerous laser show. No one was injured, but the pride of which band, FTP, should have been after one of their stage props, a Styrofoam Stonehenge, was 1/16 the planned size?
	A: Spinal Tap

20. Changes that are being made include the inclusion of cascading water to the reflecting pool and the addition of a restaurant underneath a gradually sloping lawn. Designs will be finished by 2006, when transparent walls will allow passersby to watch the more than 5,000 artists, students, and teachers practice a cornucopia of arts. These renovations are being made, FTP, to what home to world-renowned opera and ballet companies and the famed Juilliard School of Music?
	A: Lincoln Center

21. Species of them have been planted in Florida for control of the mole cricket population. Seven subfamilies, under order Hymenoptera, exist in North America, separated into social and solitary divisions. They include yellow-jackets, which are actually just a single species, and two types of hornets. FTP, which order of stinger-bearing insects inhabits family Vespidae, not to mention much of New England?
	A: Wasps

22. His “swarthy Latin charm” failed to net him a long-term role on television, although it has aided in his successful love life. Born in Tijuana, the 1729th son of a vicious and oppressive mother, he managed to seduce both a feminist computer god and an assembly-line worker before his fifth birthday. Made of 30% Iron, 40% Zinc, 40% Titanium and 40% Dolomite, FTP, what fictional robot works under Professor Farnsworth at Planet Express?
	A: Bender Bending Rodriguez

23. The title of a study on the interactions of mothers and children. A poem by William Ross Wallace. A song by Glen Campbell.  Articles on such subjects as homosexuality, Hinduism, and the Bible. A novel by Rita Mae Brown. A novel by Robert Tine. FTP, these all share what title, the name of a 1992 movie starring Rebecca DeMornay and Julianne Moore, and part of a saying about the importance of mothers in society?
	A: The Hand That Rocks The Cradle….

24. In Brazil, it is called “Candomblé", and “Obeah” in several English-speaking places. A pantheon of deities, such as Damballah, Ezili, Ogu, Agwe, and Legba form a spiritual framework that control nature, health, wealth, and happiness. Every three years, the Kokuzahn is celebrated in memory of the warrior god, second in importance to the supreme deity, Bon Dieu. FTP, followers of what oft-persecuted animist religious practice were officially registered in Haiti last year?
	A: Voodoo (Voudoun)

25. At the very end of the novel, the protagonist sees a round, tentacled thing near the ocean, that he assumes means the end of human existence.  All characters but two have no names, but are merely addressed as the Editor, a Journalist, the Quiet Man, the Medical Man and the Psychologist. Of the two that do, one is the main character’s friend, and the other a beautiful young woman he saves from drowning. The Eminent Scientist provides the impetus of, FTP, what H.G. Wells novel which explores travel through the fourth dimension?
	A: The Time Machine

26. This band’s songs and album titles include Time Machine, Voodoo, The Hand that Rocks The Cradle, Computer God, Wasp,  Cornucopia, Stonehenge, Supertzar, Junior’s Eyes, Scarlet Pimpernel, Supernaut, Nativity in Black, E5150, Gypsy, Solitude, the Sign of the Southern Cross, A National Acrobat, Air Dance, St. Vitus’ Dance, Children of the Grave, and Paranoid. FTP, what Birmingham-based band of “Iron Man” fame reunited in 1996 and recently inspired a Quiz Bowl packet?
	A: Black Sabbath

BONII
1. Identify these popes who nearly wound up on the end of ropes, FTPE.
	1. This medieval pope ran afoul of Philip IV The Fair and died after an aborted kidnapping after he got too excommunication-happy.
	A: Boniface VIII
	2. After only a month in office, this pontiff was tortured at the order of the new pope, and both of them were killed on the order of the next pope.
	A: Leo V
	3. This pope was arrested by Napoleon and had his property seized in 1802; however, he gained his freedom by acceding to the Emperor’s demands.
	A: Pius VII

2. In the spirit of never saying die, identify these bands who recently reunited, FTPE.
	1. This band reformed 31 years after the death of their lead singer, replacing him with The Cult’s Ian Astbury, but the drummer quickly split again, saying “They could be The Windows, or the Hinges,”, but not the original band.
	A: The Doors
	2. On a recent episode of VH1’s “Bands Reunited”, this 80s new wave/electro-pop group put aside their differences to play “The Metro” one last time.
	A: Berlin
	3. Apparently at the request of Morrissey, this band is soon reuniting at the Meltdown Festival in London, with Izzy Stradlin taking over for the still-dead Johnny Thunders.
A: The New York Dolls 
	
3. Identify these features of the concrete maze that is Los Angeles, FTPE:
	1. This small mountain in the downtown area was once a haven for the wealthy, was taken over by postindustrial malaise, and now holds numerous gigantic corporate buildings. It’s named for a famous site near Boston.
	A: Bunker Hill
	2. Johnny Knoxville of “Jackass” once attempted to leap over this waterway in a pair of roller skates, resulting in his immediate hospitalization.
	A: The LA River
	3. Just east of downtown is this historic bazaar, which has been in operation since 1925. Nopales go for 19 cents a pound when in season.
	A: Grand Central Market

	4. Name the following about food preservation, without which we’d still be stalking wild game around. Or keeping it in the living room.
	1. His name is still attached to common methods of preserving milk, which originally involved heating it to 161 degrees for 30 minutes.
	A: Louis Pasteur (ization)
	2. He won Napoleon’s contest for preserving food by storing food in sealed, heated glass containers. His English equivalent used solder and caused many deaths from lead poisoning.
	A: Nicolas Appert
	3. This American inventor had the first US patent for a refrigerator; his discovery was mostly used to store human corpses. Frozen food- bon appetit!
	A: Thomas Elkins

	5. Give the names of these legal writs, FTSNOP:
	1. (5) These writs force an official of one sort or another to carry out their duties.
	A: Writ of Mandamus
2. (10) The most common writs are ones used to notify defendants that suits have been filed against them. Name one of them.
	A: Writ of Summons or Writ of Execution
	3. (15) This writ is sued out by one party to whom lands are to be conveyed by fine; the foundation of which is a supposed agreement that the one shall convey the land to the other.
	A: Writ of Covenant or Writ of Praecipe

	6. Answer these questions about art defacement, FTPE.
	1. This work of Rembrandt van Rijn’s must be the unluckiest in history; it’s been attacked in 1911, 1975, and 1990, with acid and knives.
	A: The Night Watch
	2. Perhaps not so much a sabotage of expression as an outlet for more, this man’s La Fontaine was urinated upon by fellow artist Pierre Pinoncelli.
	A: Marcel Duchamp
	3. Jubal Brown, a college student, intentionally vomited red over Harbor at le Havre by this artist. He later vomited blue on a Mondrian. He says he was “stirred by an emotive response”.
	A: Raoul Duffy

	7. Identify the author from clues, 30-20-10.
	(30) In the early 1980s, he became first paralyzed and then seriously weakened by a deadly nerve disease, Guillain-Barre Syndrome; with Speed Vogal, he interpreted this experience in the collaborative work No Laughing Matter (1986).
	(20) His second book, Something Happened, chronicles the troubles of suburban life through the eyes of a despondent man who cannot help his son and is hated by his wife and daughter.
	(10) Closing Time details his famous characters, like Yossarian and Milo Minderbinder, meeting up in New York 50 years after WWII.
	A: Joseph Heller

	8. Answer the following related questions FTPE.
	1. This name was given to the occasion on January 30, 1972, when soldiers of the British Parachute Regiment opened fire on peaceful Irish demonstrators, killing 13.
	A: Bloody Sunday
	2. According to certain sources, this British Prime Minister had foreknowledge of the attack, calling it necessary because they were conducting “a propaganda war”.
	A: Sir Edward Heath
	3. This Northern Ireland PM tried to warn of possible violence in a press conference soon before, but was unable to meet the British PM and defuse the situation.
	A: Brian Faulkner

	9. For 5 points each, and a bonus 5 for all correct, name the Roman Gods from their Greek equivalent.
	1: Artemis
	A: Diana
	2. Demeter
	A: Ceres
	3. Persephone
	A: Persipina or Libera
	4. Enyo
	A: Bellona
	5. Ilithyia
	A: Lucina

	10. In recognition of the upcoming movie “The Alamo”, which we’re all certain will be excellently made and acted in, answer these questions about the real thing, FTPE.
1. It’s not certain whether his most famous invention was designed by him or his brother Rezin, but contradictions abound: we’re still not sure how to pronounce his last name.
	A: James Bowie
	2. Serving as a colonel in the Texas Revolution, he arrived late on to reinforce The Alamo and was its commander during the storming.
	A: William Barrett Travis
	3. He wasn’t actually at The Alamo, but avenged the defeat there by nearly wiping out the Mexican army at San Jacinto.
	A: Sam Houston

	11.  Answer the following related literary questions, FTPE.
	1. Five volumes of poetry were written about this humble and downtrodden New Jersey city on the Passaic River, also the site of the arrest of Rubin “Hurricane” Carter.
	A: Paterson
	2. This friend of Allen Ginsberg wrote “Paterson”
	A: William Carlos Williams (prompt them until they comply)
	3. “Paterson” is often quoted in the interludes of this novel, the tale of the humble, but far more imposing and disturbing small town of Derry, Maine.
	A: IT

	12. Answer these questions about the ongoing elections in South Africa, 5-10-15.
	1. (5) This current President was among the first to vote.
	A: Thabo Mbeki
	2. (10) As of April 15, 2004, this Mbeki-led party was ahead with 68.42% of the vote, two more percent than it had garnered 5 years previous.
	A: The African National Congress
	3. (15) This largely-white party is currently second with around 16%, twice as much as it had in the last election.
	A: The Democratic Alliance

	13. Most strains of this are harmless, but strain O157:H7 can seep into meat during slaughter from cow intestines and cause a variety of symptoms, including bloody diarrhea. FTPE:
	1. Name this bacterium, which causes over 60 deaths a year from undercooked hamburger.
	A: Escherichia Coli (O157:H7)
	2. About 2-7% of E. Coli infections cause this complication, in which red blood cells are destroyed and the kidneys fail, which is the leading US cause of juvenile kidney failure.
	A: Hemolytic Uremic Syndrome
	3. A major outbreak of E. Coli in 1992-3, over 400 were infected and at least three children died, most in connection with contaminated meat by this restaurant chain.
	A: Jack in the Box

	14. Answer the following questions concerning the New Testament, FTPE:
	1. One of the “letter” books is named for this region of Central Asia Minor, a Roman province of warlike Celtic heritage.
	A: Galatia (accept Galatians)
	2.  The letter, like many similar ones in the New Testament, was written by this saint and martyr.
	A: Saint Paul
	3. This man accompanied Paul on his original trip through Galatia and was chosen by Paul after his separation from Barnabus.
	A: Silas or Silvanus

	15. Answer the following about the Second Punic War: a time for ancient warriors, when men were men and the weak were raped and killed, FTSNOP:
	1: For five points each, Hamilcar Barca sicced these three sons of his on the Romans, and they almost single-handedly brought down the entire empire.
A: Hannibal, Hasdrubal, and Mago (Barca)
	2. For five, Hannibal’s greatest victory came here in 216 BC, where he annihilated an army twice his size and crushed the Romans for the third time in two years.
	A: Cannae
	3. For ten points, in 209 BC, Hasdrubal crossed the Pyrenees himself and attempted to join Hannibal’s still-undefeated army in Brundisium, but was trapped here by five legions and died in the fighting.
	A: Battle of the Metaurus 

	16. Identify these chemistry concepts, FTPE: 
	1. It predicts that when change is applied to an equilibrium, the system will act to minimize the stress.
	A: Le Chatelier’s Principle
	2. This law states that in absorption spectroscopy, the absorbance of a dilute solution is equal to its absorbtivity times the path length times the concentration of the absorbing solute.
	A: Beer’s Law (or Beer-Lambert Law)
	3. This is a mixture of two or more substances with melting point lower than that for any other mixture of the same substances.
	A: Eutetic mixture

	17. The two figures mentioned in the title occupy only a small portion of the work’s surface are, while they are surrounded by lush greenery and two groups of yellow and red flowers. FTPE:
	1. Name this 1910 work by Henri Rousseau.
	A: Jaguar Attacking a Horse
	2. Jaguar Attacking a Horse was one of a collection of French Impressionist paintings from this Russian museum that went on tour last year.
	A: State Pushkin Museum of Fine Arts
	3. When in Atlanta, the painting hung near a sort of sequel to this Matisse work, which kept the image of people intertwining in front of a blue background.
	A: The Dance

	18. The title of the novel comes from the preachings of a revivalist minister, a phrase of whose is used as a code word between two brothers. FTPE:
	1. Identify this post-apocalyptic novel by Pat Frank, with a title taken from the Revelation of John.
	A: Alas, Babylon 
	2. Randy and Mark, the two brothers, as well as family members Helen, Ben, and Peyton, all share this last name.
	A: Bragg
	3. When the community is in crisis yet again, Randy uses one of his forefathers' journals to sail upstream and find the location of this valuable commodity.
	A: Salt 

	19. Answer these questions about recently sealed NBA playoff races, FTPE.
	1. Proving that God truly hates them, this team twice had a win snatched away by miraculous threes from an accused rapist on Wednesday. Oh, and Denver went by them and Utah to snatch the 8th spot in the West.
	A: The Portland Trailblazers (accept either)
	2. These unlikeliest of Western 1st seeds was picked in the preseason to do what they always do: make it to 6 or 7, and then quietly bow out in the 1st round. Latrell Sprewell might have changed all that.
	A: The Minnesota Timberwolves (accept either)
	3. This team wrapped up its 8th slot in the East at the very end of the season, beating out the overhyped Cavaliers. It still doesn’t hide the fact that all but two teams in the West had better records.
	A: The Boston Celtics

	20. You know what Risk taught us? The basics of life. Answer these questions about the most realistic war simulator ever, FTPE:
	1. This continent might only give you 2 armies a turn for full control, but it was a defensive fortress, complete with an easy-to defend bottleneck.
	A: Australia
	2. This quicker, easier version gives you a map of Europe separated into Empires; most “serious” players think it’s an abomination. They can burn in hell.
	A: Castle Risk
	3. If you were lucky enough to have played Risk 2210, which features new territory like the Moon, you’d know the Alaska territory has been replaced by this.
	A: The Alaskan Oil Emirate

	21. Identify the following about modern religion, FTPE:
	1. Described as “the world’s most dangerous cult”, by Internet skeptics, their rituals base from certain tenets of psychotherapy, which allow their members to advance to the “clear” phase. The author has a vendetta against their founder.
	A: Scientology (or Scientologists)
	2. This concept is defined as spiritual healing technology, and generally means what the soul is doing to the body.
	A: Dianetics
	3. According to Scientological dogma, this extraterrestrial, the head of the Galactic Confederation, brought the region’s overpopulation to earth and killed them with hydrogen bombs. Their spirits now inhabit our bodies. Right.
	A: Xenu

	22. Identify these unsung (or at least not-sung-enough) heroes of world history, FTPE:
	1. 30 years after Athens had been crushed in the Peloponnesian War, he introduced the first oblique tactics in battle at Leuctra and shattered the oppressive Spartan supremacy.
	A: Epaminondas of Thebes
	2. His holding action on the right wing saved the day at Austerlitz, and he blitzed a Prussian army twice his size at Auerstadt while Napoleon won a flashy, but easy victory at Jena. 
A: Marshal Louis Nicolas Davout, Prince of Eckmuhl, Duke of Auerstadt 
	3. At the forefront of the vicious attacks propagated by the House Un-American Activities Committee, this chief attorney for the army asked Senator McCarthy if, at long last, he had no sense of decency.
	A: Joseph N. Welsh  

	23. For 5 points each with a five point-bonus for all five correct, give the five different types of subgroup mycetes present in Fungi.
	A: Ascomycetes (Ascomycota), Basidiomycetes (basidiomycota), Chytridiomycetes (Chytridiomycota), Deuteromycetes (Deuteromycota), and Zygomycetes (Zygomycota) (accept Oomycetes as well)

	24. In case you didn’t play enough video games as a child (or an adult), name these strategy games from the good old SNES.
	1. This Koei game was supposed to be an accurate representation of the Revolutionary War, but the turns took long enough as to almost call it real-time. The British always win.
	A: Liberty or Death
	2. This 1995 game removed you from the battlefield, and you would watch you armies of class-changing soldiers battle it out with demon, wizards, and knights on 3*3 playing fields. It has many sequels.
	A: Ogre Battle
	3. This journey through the Napoleonic era operates off the Romance of the Three Kingdoms engine, but has earned criticism for its setting-up of ahistorical design decisions.
	A: L’empereur

	25. Identify these recent inductees into the Robot Hall of Fame at Carnegie Mellon University, 5-10-15.
	1. (5)This malfunctioning computer was responsible for piloting the Discovery and caused the death and stranding of astronauts Poole and Bowman, respectively.
	A: Hal 9000
	2. (10)This roving robot explored the surface of Mars in 1997, providing incredible views of the planet’s surface. It lasted for about three months, far longer than its designed lifetime.
	A: Sojourner (grudgingly accept Mars Pathfinder (Microrover flight experiment))
	3. (15)The first industrial robot, this automaton swung its 4000-pound frame around to remove die casting from machines and performed welding on auto bodies all the way back in 1961.
	A: Unimate

	26. Given the well-known “shorter” name of a famous novel, give the complete name, F15PE. Only complete answers will be accepted.
	1. Moll Flanders
	A: The Fortunes and Misfortunes of the famous Moll Flanders
	2. Robinson Crusoe
	A: The Life and Strange and Surprising Adventures of Robinson Crusoe

